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President’s Corner
Bill Robertson

Well, here we are into a new year

already.  I was told once that there

is a mathematical reason why time

seems to speed up every year.

When you are 5 years old, a day

equals 1/1825 of your life (one

day out of 1825 days you have

lived).  When you are 50 years

old, a day equals 1/18350 (a lot smaller amount) of the time

you have been around.  Your brain likes to put things in

perspective so each day is perceived as being shorter--a

smaller chunk of the big chunk (how much time you’ve been

here).  What does all of this mean?  It means you have less

time then you think so you better get busy!

As I head into my last year as your president there are a few

things I would like to focus on.  First, finding someone to

replace me.  Second, finding out why so few are willing to

take an active role on the board of trustees.  Somewhere we

have failed.  We have a wonderful and unique organization.

Most arts have instructors and students and the students pay

for the instruction.  Some arts like taxidermy have no

instructors and you couldn’t even pay someone to impart

some of their knowledge.  In FABA the students become the

instructors and everyone imparts their knowledge freely, but

it tends to slow to sludge when the big jobs come around and

stops when it comes to serving on the board.

I would like to explore how to close the gaps between the

crowd that does most of the work and the crowd that stands

around and watches them do it.  And at the same time I’d like

to see if we can develop a system that will motivate people to

be more hands on at every level.  

I think instead of the focus always being from the top

down, which is where we are now trying to find

replacements, we should be starting from the bottom up.

When a new member joins FABA they are taught the basics

and then they start learning more advanced skills generally

taught by the same people who are always up there

somewhere at the top of the knowledge ladder.  Who better

to teach the next group of new people that come into

FABA?  The same set of folks who just taught the last

group or the beginners that just learned it?  If new people

are encouraged to teach the newer people it may begin a

process of making new members comfortable with teaching

and giving back, at the same time building self confidence,

and a sense of place, purpose and pride in the organization.

If this process evolves up through the ranks we could create

a better ladder with smaller and smaller gaps.  There would

always be someone close above to help you grow and

someone below that you can help.  Likewise a better system

could be put in place for the volunteer jobs like

registration, someone who assists, learns the ropes and is

then ready to take over. Rather than always trying to twist

someone’s arm to take a job they don’t know anything

about.  Every one would become better prepared, more

comfortable and more willing to assume larger

responsibilities the longer they are in the organization

knowing that we are all on this journey together and

everyone is taking their turn on the way.  And most

importantly, there would be someone there ready to take

my job.   

Steve Bloom

Ron Childers

Billy Christie

Ken Knight

Clyde Payton

Bill Robertson

Jerry Wolfe
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Upcoming Events
The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community.  Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA) sponsored events are highlighted in bold
typeface.  The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere.  Come to more than one if you can.  We hold regular monthly meetings in each region
(except that we all try to get together at one Statewide Meeting each quarter) on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-last.  The
actual dates may vary from month to month; check the schedule below.  Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.  Prospective members are always
welcome.  Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools, or just watch.  Most meetings run from 9AM to 4PM, and you'll need to bring a lunch if you stay
all day, unless otherwise noted.  If you have any questions about meetings please contact the Regional Coordinators:

Northeast Region: Ken Knight (352)-339-0629 Ironken@aol.com

Northwest Region: Billy Christie (850) 421-1386 chriswoodforge@earthlink.net

Southeast Region: Ed Aaron (561) 748-9824 EdandMickieAaron@aol.com

Southwest Region: Jerry Wolfe (941) 355-5615 wolfeforge@juno.com

NE Region - Jan 06

Nw Region - Jan 13

SW Region - Jan 27

January 2007

NE Jan 06 Barberville - open forges

NW Jan 13 Jeff & Brook Mohr’s” Mockingbird Forge” in

Crawfordville, FL.

SE Jan 20 Work Day - Boy Scout camp (no map available)  

SW Jan 27 At Wolfe Forge Demonstrations concerning

“architectural elements” – scrolls, twists, etc. Come

and learn how to make elements for your new

project.Lunch break – Bring a dish to share.Bring  Iron

in the Hat item  - At least one of the demo pieces will

be in the HAT
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Future  Events
NW Feb 10 Juan & Linda Holbrook in Gainesville

SW  Feb 24 Reserve this date for a VERY SPECIAL meeting

with Skeeter Prather demonstrating.

SE Quarterly  Feb. 17-18.  Friday open forges. Saturday John

Medwedeff Demonstrating and open forges after.  Sunday

demonstration and open forges.  Tent camping/bonfire

welcome. John is a very accomplished blacksmith.  He

employs both traditional and contemporary techniques in his

original designs.  His work can be seen at his web site

johnmedwedeff.com as well as Donna Meilach's and many

other books.  It is a unique opportunity to see a very high

quality demonstrator in such an intimate setting. Location:

Velleca Metal Design Inc.;3381 E road, Loxahatchee Fl; 561

784 4994

NW Mar10 Clyde & Vi Payton’s “Payton Forge” in

Monticello, FL.

Report from the Northeast

Ken Knight

Our meeting on 2 Dec at the Hardwicke's was

overcast, warm, and muggy.This did not hamper

the great time had by all ! Thurmond Chaffin

demonstrated, and all ate well. 

Editor: I got there a bit late but grabbed some

pics (as well as a plate). 

Report from the Northwest

Billy Christie

Young and old alike had a good time at Ed and Nancy Crane’s shop

in Tallahassee. It was a nice, cool day for beating on hot iron.

Clyde Payton started things off by making a pair of “Pintel Hooks”

out of ¾ “bolts, with fancy curved ends forged out to look like

ferns. Then Skeeter Prather made hand forged chain using 9” pieces

of ¼ “ round stock, bent into a circle & forged welded together.

Skeeter then demonstrated how to make a hummingbird out of ½

“square stock, (which I missed) but the end result looked great. 

Credit goes out to Linda Holbrook and Mark Stone’s daughter,

Taylor Stone, for helping make the “Iron In The Hat” a big success

while taking in $85.00.  Thanks!

We had a delicious lunch thanks to Nancy Crane and helpers.  After

lunch Clyde Payton was back to

work at the forge making an adz

out of 1” sq. bar stock.  To make

the hole for the handle, you should

first drill pilot holes at each end of

the desired location.  Then punch

hole then drift to desired size.

Remember the smallest side of the

handle hole should be on the

handle side, so when you put a

wedge in, the handle can’t come

out.

John Butler brought a couple of copper ladles for “show & tell” and

then made one using Foz copper to solder the parts together and

once John had completed his ladle…Ron Childers then made a

twisted, copper, heart shaped hook.

Great job everyone…thank you for all your hard work to make this

meeting a success!

Hippie says, “You only need two tools; WD-40 and duct tape.  If

it doesn’t move and should, use WD-40.  If it moves and shouldn’t,

use duct tape!”  

See ya’ soon!  Remember to bring your

“Iron In The Hat” items and a covered

dish for the meeting at Jeff & Brooke

Mohr’s on January 13, 2007 in

Crawfordville.  

NE: Buck-in-the-Bucket crowd

NE: Smiths doing what comes natural

NE: Buck-in-the-Bucket loot
NE: Jacoby’s take!

NE: The Feast Table
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Report from the Southwest

Jerry Wolfe

The combined November /

December meeting was held at

Wolfe Forge.  Demonstrator

Dennis Stiffler made a cross out of

1 inch square stock – quite

impressive. Watch out Dennis –

The coal fire can melt steel. A

heart trivet was demonstrated by

Jerry Wolfe.  Lisa Ann Conner

made cu t g la ss  Chr is tmas

ornaments and provided the

materials for each one to make

their own if they wished. Lots of

items in the Iron in the HAT – you missed the good ones.

Thanks to everyone who attended and participated.

(Lisa Anne Conner the photographer)

Book Review

Clyde Payton

TITLE: “The Backyard Blacksmith – Traditional Techniques

for the Modern Smith”

AUTHOR: Lorelei Sims

PUBLISHER: Quarry Books, 2006

COST:  $24.99

This is a recently published beginner’s blacksmithing book written

by Ms. Lorelei Sims who, since 1993, has operated her own Five

Points Blacksmith Shop in Charleston, Illinois.  Her only helper

is her faithful pet, a “pink-nose Dingo” named Scooter.  It is a

how-to-do-it manual designed and targeted toward the beginner.

My first impression of the book regarded the copious offering of

excellent photographs throughout her work.  These close-up

pictures are very revealing of forging techniques and how-to

procedures.  Such photos, I believe, are truly worth their

“thousand words”.  Ms. Sims’ approach to her task is one befitting

a good teacher.  Another feature of Sims’ book is her excellent list

of resources for the beginner – resources which include

blacksmithing organizations, schools that teach the craft, magazines

and publications, web sites, suppliers, and companies which sell

blacksmithing equipment.

There are, however, a few items upon which I would beg to differ

with Ms. Sims, some of which bears heavily on health and safety. 

In describing how to re-handle a hammer Sims states that “…the

handle (is) inserted into the larger opening” of the tapered, oval

shaped eye.  This is a no-no – always start the handle into the

SMALL end of the hammer eye.  Reason - this leaves room for the

handle to expand when the iron wedge is driven into the handle end

– the wood will also swell a little more when linseed oil is copiously

applied to the new handle.  (Always keep your wood handles rubbed

with this flaxseed natural oil.)  The expansion of the wood in the

larger end of the eye with wedge and oil makes it virtually

impossible for the hammer to “fly off the handle.”    

Sims admonishes us:  “You will need to grind OFF” the serrated

tooth pattern on your post vise jaws.  This is another no=no.  Reason

– by its design the post vise jaws are not parallel with each other

when the vise is clamping a load – the wider the load the less

parallel are the jaws.  The only time the jaws of the post vise are

parallel is when they are closed and bearing no load.  The serrated

teeth on the face of the jaws very much help to grip the work more

securely.  If the jaws have been ground smooth, the work has a

tendency to squeeze out of vise jaws with great force and speed

when it is pounded with a hammer.  It therefore follows, that when

your serrated teeth have been worn off, they should be restored by

replacing the jaw pads or regrinding the serrations with a sharp edge

thin grinding wheel on your 4 1/2” angle grinder.  

Elsewhere Ms. Sims states – “The metal tab on most tape measures

is not securely attached, which may result in imprecise

measurements.” The hooked tab on retractable measuring tapes is

NOT SUPPOSED TO BE SECURELY ATTACHED.  This tab is

mounted to the tape with 2 or 3 loose rivets which allows the tab to

slide fore and aft exactly the thickness of the tab.  This allows for

accurate inside measurements and accurate outside measurements.

There is no need to hold the tape on the 1” mark, and take your

measurement, then subtract 1” from the measurement - as Sims

directs.

Sims states, “The swage block can be laid directly on the face of the

anvil when needed…”.  This would be downright dangerous!  Swage

blocks must be securely nested in their own stand – just as the anvil

is securely fastened to its own stand.  Forging shapes with hammer

and swage block with the swage block “laid directly on the face of

the anvil” will cause the block to slide off the smooth anvil face,

crashing to the floor.  Now, we wouldn’t want to smash Scooter’s

paw, would we?  

SW-one of the ornaments

SW-Dennis Stiffler, John Hargett, Harlan Fisher, Phil Pauley, Mike
Barry Jerry Wolfe 
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Classified

Blacksmithing Tools

I have collected too much stuff over the last 43 yrs & need to thin it

out. One possibly two upright mechanical power hammers, Anvils,

several post vises of varying size, 1 champion coal forge complete with

champion handcrank blower on original legs, forge blowers both

electric and hand, hand crank drill presses, nice Hobart electric 225

amp stick welder, & more. Everything is located in the Tampa, FL

area.

I will be happy to discuss prices and details with anyone who wishes

to contact me at plowmanforge@verizon.net. (Dave)

Power Hammer 

Little Giant - 50lbs - serial # 1062. Very Good condition with new

combo dies, custon wood pad, and 220volt motor. $3000. Ed King

321-268-2571

Even Bigger Power Hammer

Gainesville area - 100lb Bradley in good condition - contach the

Editor for details and contact info (352-528-6508 or use the e-mail

address listed on the last page)

Quick & Dirty Tongs
Ron Childers & Steve Bloom

Just overlap 2 pieces of 1/2" round

about an inch, weld, grind square, drill

for the 5/16" rivet, and bend the short

4" piece in a semi circle for the

"gooseneck". Then adjust and weld a

piece of angle, box or what ever you

want and adjust again. You can leave

the jaws straight and cross-drill for

wolf or use your imagination.  I usually

draw out the reins and weld the ends of

the overlap. I only weld the angle iron

or whatever on one side; that way they

will fit several sizes and work well on

t a p e r e d

stock. 

A c t u a l l y ,

t h e y  l o o k

pretty decent

by the time

t h e y  h a v e

been in the

fire a few

times.

As a slight

variation on

the idea,

assemble the

pieces (A) -

here 3/8"

round stock.

Forge a steep face on two small pieces of the same stock,

preliminarily shape the jaw pieces and make a 45 degree bend

in the rein pieces (B). Remember - tongs halves are not

mirror images but replicas of each other (same bends in the

same directions).  Weld and grind as Ron describes (I could

have been more anal about these but it was a proof-of-

concept rather than a final production piece). The tapered

pieces nicely fill the gap where the jaw and rein pieces meet.

I ground off the bearing surfaces with my trusty side-grinder

and drilled a 3/8" hole through both.

To offset the reins and jaws, a couple pieces of scrap angle

iron in a machinist’s vise and a bit of heat  is all that is

required. I used a scrap of 3/8" round as the rivet - welded in

one side and peined over on the other.

Adjust as Ron suggests and you can see what the tongs look

like from above (D) and from the side (E).  Total time was

approximately 15 minutes (discounting the time to take the

pictures and to search the scrap bin for parts).

You’ll need a welder (a drill press and a forge or oxy-propane

torch set are nice but not required).  Now - make some tongs!
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We – the folks who are currently wrestling with keeping FABA running and healthy – need some input.  Do you want to see:

(1) Hands-on classes held over a weekend at someone’s shop - there might be some tuition required to cover costs and materials and

there might be a pot-luck and/or pizza run done for Saturday night. Topics might be:

(-a-) traditional joinery 

(-b-) forge-welding

(-c-) knife forging / grinding / heat-treating

(-d-) Make some suggestions!

(2) Friendly competitions at meetings (like make a designated item, e.g., hook, trivet, etc.) and shuffle ownerships something like Iron-

In-The-Hat (more details on this once Bob Jacoby get’s back to me)

(3) Some other brilliant idea that you are just dying to share.....

What would make FABA better for you? How do we get you to volunteer?  What aren’t we doing and ought to be? Do you want space

in the newsletter used to publish Board minutes and financial reports or would the website be adequate.  

Please take the time to think about this and then share your thoughts.  You can call me, use e-mail or snail mail - but do give us

feedback. FABA is your organization and it needs everyone’s input and help.



FABA Officers
President  Bill Robertson 850-668-2876 applecrossforge@nettally.com

Vice President Jeff Mohr 850-926-4448 mockingbirdforge@peoplepc.com

Treasurer Juan Holbrook 352-374-8888 juanylindagrace@aol.com

Secretary Anne Reynolds 561-793-2452 ARAReynolds@aol.com

Program Chairman Clyde Payton 850-997-3627 paytonforge@nettally.com

Newsletter Editor Steve Bloom 352-528-6508 sab@ironflower.com

Past President –see Prez above – 2  termnd

Trustee NE Tom Kennedy  407-469-3899 burninghandforge@hotmail.com

Trustee NW Ron Childers 850-878-8537 munlaw2@hcsmail.com

Trustee SE Keith Andrews 863-983-8513 -unknown-

TrusteeSW Jerry Wolfe 941-355-5615 wolfeforge@juno.com

The Florida Artist Blacksmith Association(FABA)  is a 501(c)(3) non-profit educational organization whose purposes are to teach, promote, and
preserve the art of blacksmithing.  Contributions are tax-deductible to the extent provided by law.  FABA publishes the Florida Clinker Breaker
monthly, and FABA membership includes a subscription.  We solicit correspondence and unpaid articles on any subjects related to FABA’s
purposes.  ABANA chapter newsletters may reprint non-copyrighted material if it is credited to the author and this newsletter.  You need the
publisher’s permission to reprint copyrighted material unless otherwise noted.

The Florida  Clinker Breaker
FLORIDA ARTIST BLACKSMITH ASSOCIATION

Juan Holbrook, Membership Records
6418 NW 97 Court
Gainesville, FL 32653

Steve Bloom, Editor; P.O. Box 760; Archer, FL 32618-0760; (352) 528-6508 or smith@blacksmithing.org; http://www.blacksmithing.org
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